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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like conformity!

Wednesday, March 26, 2008

“In Hollywood a marriage is a
success if it outlasts milk.”
~Rita Rudner

A Heroic Loss
By Nathan “Invincible” Miller
~ Daily Bull ~

My heroes! Where have you
gone? It seemed like only
yesterday I could look up to
half a dozen or more amazing gentlemen and think,
gosh, I wish I was as cool as
they were. Of course, those
days are clearly numbered:
in the last 6 months alone,
many of the most respected
people on the face of the
entire planet passed away.
What, you never heard?
Maybe you’ve been playing
games too long, or haven’t
heard my lamenting over
your loud music. Just this
past week, science fiction
great Sir Arthur C. Clarke,
renowned writer of 2001:
A Space Odyssey and over
100 other books, died at
the ripe old age of 90.25.
Truly a sad day that will be
remembered in the minds
of everyone who wished
they had a computer as bad
ass as Hal 9000, or wanted a
monolith of their very own
...see Heroics on back

Ack a Tangent!

By Nathan “Invincible” Miller ~ Daily Bull

There I was, innocently taking a show- one, though in this case, I was in way
er, by myself, when the first one hit me over my head.
– a Daily Bull article idea! Of course
– I’ll write something about being epic. This wasn’t just any firesale at the local
It’ll be brilliant and awesome and ev- mattress warehouse. This was a wilderything I could ever imagine it would fire of ideas, and it was roaring out of
be. But what’s this? Something else control. There were so many articles,
was coming
I decided, that
into the shower
it opened up
with me. “Oh
a rift in spacegod, not again,”
time to the TanI thought to
gential Dimenmyself. Fortusion!!! At this
nately it wasn’t
point, I was exanother dude…
tremely excited
unfortunately, it
that not only
was something
had I opened
far more sinisup a portal to
Jesus christ i can see forever
ter.
another dimension, I was going to be squeaky clean
It was another idea! How could this and sexy when I stepped through it.
be? That’s right, I’ve got Writer’s Diarrhea. I can come up with ideas on the Alas, my hopes were dashed when
fly just like that. But two in as little as it turned out to be the same one I’d
five seconds? Ridiculous.
just came from. It wasn’t another
dimension, a new galaxy, or even
Typically what I’d do next was brain- intergalactic planetary. It was just
storm great jokes and plotlines for the same old shower stall. Drats. And
the articles I come up with. Also just here I was hoping to win over some
as typical is how I come up with even alien princesses when I dropped in
more articles while thinking of stuff on their dinner party wearing naught
to write about. Sometimes I end up but my towel.
writing two articles for the price of
...see A Dinner PARTY on back

Collector’s Issue #1. Sell it on eBay or frame
it on your wall. Once in a lifetime
opportunity, I swear.

Bull vs. Bull: Writing Articles
Writer’s Diarrhea
By ~ Nathan “Invincible” Miller

My loyal readers, I’ve something to admit: I’ve got Writer’s Diarrhea.
I’ve had this affliction for quite some time now, stemming all the way
back to my early days with the Bull. This is why I’m the one writing
all the Invinci-Bulls and Miller Times. But firstly, what is this strange
disease?
Writer’s Diarrhea typically develops in the lower intestinal track, and
enables the infected individual the unique ability to pull whatever he
wants out of his ass, whether it be jokes, stories, imaginary worlds, or
explanations for things people didn’t think existed, such as Writer’s
Diarrhea. Symptoms include spontaneous nature, a constant sense
of humor, and unsurpassed potential for insane ideas.
Contrary to popular belief, not all types of diarrhea, including explosive,
burning, and the good ol’ fashioned runs, are bad. I for one benefit
from my diarrhea. Not only am I able to purge my mind and body of
hilarious thoughts, I do it in style, too. Can’t really say the same for
explosive diarrhea.
Without my Writer’s Diarrhea, I’d probably perish. How could I write
multiple Daily Bull articles a week for months on end if I couldn’t come
up with stuff on the fly? I’d have Writer’s Block like the rest of the Daily
Bull staff, who desperately rely on me to keep them afloat in their time

2. I can’t stop thinking of Amazing
and hilarious article ideas for the
Daily Bull.
3. In the year 2525, if man is still
alive, if woman can survive, they
may find…
4. I can seduce alien princesses with
cunning charm and unparalleled
sarcasm.
5. Video Chatting has the potenThey probably don’t, and I’m sorry tial to turn into a porn show. Use
if I’ve brought anyone to tears with wisely.
all this math talk. But wait, what’s
this… I’ve just brought up some- If ever you have a million things on
thing completely irrelevant to the your mind, take my advice and keep
story… I’ve gone off on a tangent!! things cool. The last thing anybody
Tangents! Of course! Tangents don’t needs is all those dirty violent happy
have to be math! They can be when thoughts wasted.
your professor starts talking about
...Heroics from front
something irrelevant and wastes
to change time and space.
half of class! Perfect.
...A Dinner PARTY from front

All this thinking about other dimensions got me wondering: I hope
people weren’t too scared by the
word “tangential.” Most of the time
when I see anything with tangent in
it, I cower in fear. Tangent graphs?!
They’re not even continuous! How
could anyone like them?

They didn’t want blood and sacrifice;
otherwise Evel Knievel would still
be alive today. That’s right, the first
nearly invincible man died last November of a number of completely
lame and boring illnesses that I will
not mention here so as not to tarnish
his grand reputation. I mean, who
else is awesome enough to attack
another dude with a baseball bat
with both arms broken and in casts?
Outrageous. This all American hero
will never be forgotten.

And let’s not forget Mr. Steve Irwin,
dodger of death on more occasions
than days I’ve been alive. Crikey!
Lemme stick my arms inside this
croc’s mouth and see if I can pull out
that deadly poisonous snake I fed it!
It was a wonder how he managed to
stay alive, until that fateful stingray
But that’s only the beginning. ProbAnd with that, I’ve discovered five
barb got him. *tear*
ably the last man for a great while to
things on this fine night:
be considered a hero for the entire
1. I can connect practically any two
Other less notable heroes who’ve
world, Sir Edmund Hillary passed on
things through illogic and persuadied in the past year and a half or so
in January. What?! How could such
sion.
include the inventor of the instant
an epic man die?! First climber of
ramen noodle, Momofuku Ando;
the tallest mountain on the planet,
Paul Tibbets, pilot of the Enola Gay,
you’d think that would be enough
the plane that dropped the first
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easter bunny.
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and Dragons and destroyer of of need.
millions of people’s free time and
pocketbooks.
It’s a shame it’s so hard to transmit
Writer’s Diarrhea. I have yet to inWhy are so many of the greatest fect a single other person with this
people in the world dying so sud- fantastic disease. If I were a zombie,
denly? It’s extremely improbable I’d still be level 1 I’m that bad. And
that it’s all a coincidence. I suspect since I’m the only one with it, people
something bigger is afoot… Like the are always coming to me to try and
Legion of Doom! Now that they’ve extract something out of my ass to
eliminated all those nefarious su- write about. But I can’t produce on
perheroes, they’re forced to go after the spot like that! All that pressure
all our ordinary heroes instead! The makes my sphincter tighten like no
nerve!
other.
With so many extraordinary gentlemen being taken from us, I think it’s
high time somebody got around
to creating some new legends
around here. Nobody’s going to
want to hear stories about Obama
or Spitzer or Tom Cruise. They’re
not cool at all.
That’s where you come in. The world
needs us to be heroes for those who
were lost, and being lame just isn’t
cutting it anymore. Especially since
Favre retired. The Keggernaut, Jesus
Tom, myself, and a few others can’t
save everyone. Come on people, do
something epic for a change.

Fortunately for me, all my friends
with Writer’s Block are perfectly
fine with me being the only one
with Writer’s Diarrhea, so long as I
keep writing entertaining material
for the Daily Bull. Fine by me, more
glory for myself. On Silver! Ya!

Writer’s Block

By ~ Any Other Daily Bull Writer

After many weeks of deliberation,
the rest of the Daily Bull staff finally
gave up on trying to write something funny. The end.

